
Thank you for choosing RK products. In order to quickly understand and use this product, please
read this operation guide carefully. If you have any other questions, please click
www.rkgaming.com for more help.

Backlight mode introduction:
Fn+\ Switch Backlight Mode
Switch cycle of 17 kinds of backlight modes (The number and effect of the backlight mode will
depend on the version. Please refer to the actual product.)

Fn+{ / } Control the brightness of backlight
Press to increase the brightness of backlight. Press to reduce the brightness of backlight
to off. There are four levels of backlight’s brightness and one level to turn it of.
Fn+; / ’ Control the speed of backlight
Press Fn+; to increase the speed of backlight. Press Fn+’ to reduce the speed of backlight to off.
There are four levels of backlight speed.

http://www.rkgaming


Keys Second function
(Fn+Key)

keys Second function
(Fn+Key)

keys Second function
(Fn+Key)

ESC `~ 8 F8 I Pause
1 F1 9 F9 H Insert
2 F2 0 F10 J Home
3 F3 - F11 K Pgup
4 F4 = F12 N Del
5 F5 backspace Del M End
6 F6 Y Prtsc , Pgdn
7 F7 U Scrlk
E.g

Press Fn+Shift(Shift on the right side of the keyboard), Arrow Keys turns into the second
function. Press Fn+Shift again, Arrow Keys Function recovery.
Fn+win Win key locking control



Press Fn+Win to lock the function of Win key. Press Fn+Win again to unlock the function of WIN
key.
Fn+A switch to windows system mode Fn+S swithing to Mac system mode

Combination Keys’ function Swith and lock.
Press Fn+Ctrl (Ctrl on the left side of the keyboard) to switch to activating the second function of
combiantion keys(expect the arrow keys). Press Fn+Ctrl again, to restore the 9 Keys main function
Y/U/I/H/J/K/N/M/, , but the other combination keys still in the second function. Press Fn+Ctrl
third times, all the combination keys’ main function recovery.

Wire/BT Mode introduction: BT keyboard only
Fn+TAB Switch Wired/BT Mode
When the keyboard connected to the data cable, you can press the Fn+Tab to Switch the BT to
use the wired mode, and press Fn+Tab again to switch to BT mode.

Fn+P Enter the pairing Mode
1. Power on. The power switch is on the back of the keyboard.
2. Press Fn+TAB to switch to BT Mode
3. Long Pres Fn+P to entry Pairing status. The P key’s backlight will continue blink in white light,
until the BT device pairing complete. Than P key’s backlight will not blink in white light.



Fn+Q/W/E Switch BT Device
This keyboard can save three BT device in the same time. You can switch among 3 BT devices
which has been match successfully by pressing Fn+Q, W, E. When switching among the BT
devices, the backlight will blink twice.

Charging Introduction:
When charging with a charger, pleaser ensure voltage 5V and current 1A. You can also charge it
via USB cable to computer. During charging, the spacebar Key will be on the red light. After finish
charge the red light will turn off.
Energy-saving:
In BT mode:
Without operation for 1 minutes, the keyboard backlight will turn off.
Without operation for 5 minutes, the Keyboard will be into standby mode.
Without operation for 10 minutes, the keyboard will be into deep sleep mode and disconnect to
BT device. You can tap any key on the keyboard, and wait for a second will reconnect to BT
device.


